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Abstract
In recent SI/software development, the concept of user experience (UX) that enhances experience values from
the user’s viewpoint has been increasing in importance. An effective means of improving “User Experience” is by
applying human-centered design (HCD) as specified in the international standard ISO9241-210. In repeating HCD
processes, interest is increasing in the use of Agile Software Development, which flexibly enables the required
additions and priority changes to be added at the development stage. This paper describes how Agile Software
Development methods may be used when carrying out HCD. The case of a smart device application development
project is considered as an example.
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1. Introduction
The UX Innovation Strategy Office at VALWAY Technology Center of NEC Soft, Ltd., is supporting improvements to
user experience (UX) as a part of its SI/software development.
The human-centered design (HCD) specified in international
standard ISO9241-210 is effective in improving UX. As shown
in Fig. 1, HCD executes four processes. These are; 1) “Understanding users” via investigations of targeted users, working
environments and the jobs of users, 2) “Goal clarification”
from analyses of user requirements, 3) “Solution by Design”
compilation of solutions by design classifications and 4) “User
Evaluation” from the viewpoints of users.

Understanding
and compiling
user informaon

User evaluaon

Soluon by design

Goal clarificaon

Fig. 1 Four processes of HCD.

In the repeated executions of the four processes of HCD,
what is required differs depending on each project. Most of the
projects we have been involved in for UX improvement were
waterfall sequential design projects, but more recently, the use
of Agile Software Development methods has been increasing
mainly for the relatively small-scale projects. Nevertheless, by
repeated execution of the four processes of HCD, expectations
for the success of Agile Software Development have been increasing as seen from the viewpoint of UX improvement. This
is because of its flexibility in adding requirements and changing priorities at the development stage.
This paper shows how to use Agile Software Development
methods in the practice of HCD by taking the case of a smart
device application development project as an example.
2. Agile Software Development Process in the Project
One of the fields in which smart devices are expected to be
used more actively is for “Equipment Inspection.” The present
project is intended to improve the UX of an application for
supporting the operation of Equipment Inspection. In the development process, we applied Agile Software Development
in order to enable the required additions and priority changes
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to be applied flexibly by considering that frequent prototyping
and brush-up exercises are to be expected.
One of the representative Agile Software Development
methods is the “Scrum.” With “Scrum,” a development duration of 1 to 4 weeks (sprint) is defined and the development is
performed by repeating the sprints. At the end of each sprint,
all of the project members gather to hold a review (sprint review), make decisions about task additions and priority changes and determine the tasks for the next sprint. “Scrum” was
applied in the present project.

Entries in traditional
estimation document
Functions (implemented tasks),
man-hour estimates, etc.

Item added for Agile
Software Development

Actions to be taken until the
next review (Scheduled
completion dates)

3. Field Applications of HCD Using Agile Software
Development
In the present case, we apply innovative solutions to the various Agile Software Development procedures that are adopted
in support of HCD. In this section, we will introduce three of
the characteristic activities. The first of these is the “Simplified
Product Backlog” intended to letting developers understand
the development process of HCD based on repeated evaluations and corrections. The second is the “product backlog
format user survey sheet” for efficiently sharing information
among the project team, third and finally, is the “prioritization
by going back to the Persona of each sprint review” in order
to instill awareness of the user’s viewpoint among the team
members.
3.1 Simplified Product Backlog
The repetition of evaluations and corrections in HCD results
in complicated task management. Agile Software Development uses a document called the “product backlog” for task
management. The product backlog shows the progress, task
priority, man-hour estimate and scheduled completion date of
each task in a list and is therefore suitable for task management involving repeated evaluations and corrections. However,
product backlog access does not exist in the waterfall sequential design process. Therefore, we decided to add a backlog to
the development man-hour estimation document used by the
waterfall developers (Fig. 2). Specifically, as the development
man-hour estimation document already contained information
on the “implemented tasks” and the “man-hour estimate” of
each task, we added the information on the “scheduled completion dates” representing the tasks to be implemented before
the next sprint review, to enable use of the document as a simplified version of the product backlog.
In addition, we also adopted additional elements effective for the administration of Agile Software Development
according to the relevant project situation. For example, the
prioritization of implemented tasks is indicated so that the task
to be implemented next may be understood instantly when a
target task is implemented before the sprint review. Another
38

Fig. 2 Example of a simplified version of a product backlog.

example is the simplification of the estimation of low-priority
items when an estimation load causes the problem of a large
increase in the volume of implemented tasks after a spring review. A developer is able to practice repetitions of evaluations
and corrections by adopting the Agile Software Development
elements after a learning time of only around 30 minutes, even
with no previous experience of Agile Software Development.
This is useful when a developer compiles and utilizes a product backlog of minimum configuration based on the document
he or she is accustomed to, as described above.
3.2 User Survey Sheet of Product Backlog Format
Identification of the actual field status is necessary for the
users to understand it. As the present example does not have a
specific customer, we held a user survey including interviews
and field work by inviting the cooperation of companies engaged in “Equipment Inspection.” Considering that the user
survey imposes a serious burden on the cooperating companies, we sorted out the check items and prioritized them in
advance in order to facilitate execution of the user survey.
The sorted check items are related to the ages, service durations and skills of the field workers, the working environment,
and the outline of the field workers’ jobs and the details of inspections. To assist the analysis of the field issues, we prepared
a user survey sheet by placing high priority on the laws related
to specific jobs, the risks that may result from mistakes, initiatives applied in a specific field, and field issues. This strategy
enabled high prioritization of check items so that they might
be investigated in detail with regard to the opportunities presented by the interviews and field work.
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As there have been several opportunities of user surveys
throughout the project period, it has frequently been necessary
for us to share the information on the user survey progress and
survey results with project members and to manage the check
items by adding new items or changing the priorities. In order
to improve the efficiency of the information sharing and management of the user survey, we developed a user survey sheet
incorporating the elements of the product backlog so that it
could be administered in the same way as the product backlog.
Fig. 3 shows an example of a user survey sheet used in the
present project. The information entered on the user survey
sheet includes the “check item,” “priority” and “survey result.”
The entered information may be for example, for the check
item of “differences between inspections done by 1 person and
those done by 2 persons,” the priority is “High” and the survey
result is “Routine inspection is done by 1 person and periodic
inspection done by 2 persons.” By assigning the priority and
clarifying the progress/result for each task called the check
item, the user survey sheet can be administered in the same
way as a product backlog, making it possible to increase its
similarity to the Agile Software Development.
The effects reported as a result of the use of the user survey sheet included, “while the priority varies following the
progress of the project, it was possible to perform interviews
always regarding the item with the highest priority,” “I could
reduce the labor for preparing the second and later hearings,”
“I noticed there were check items for which hearing were not
done,” “it was possible to share hearing results efficiently with
project members” and so on.

and field work. After clarifying the essential requirements, the
next step is to fulfill requirements via design and implementation of the application. However, developers who were not accustomed to the user’s viewpoint often misunderstood the concept of implementing user requirements and tended to make
proposals from the developer’s viewpoint such as by advocating ease of implementation. Therefore, to raise the awareness
of the project members, we promoted the prioritization of tasks
by going back to the Persona in each sprint review.
Whenever there was an addition or change of requirement or
collision of opinions in the spring review, the system engineer
specialized in the UX (UX engineer) explained the priority of
tasks by returning to his or her Persona. For instance, during
a study of the two display switching patterns of “switching
by left-right flicking” and “switching by menu selection,” the
developer asked, “can the switching by left-right flicking be
omitted when there is a switching by menu selection?” The
UX engineer requested the developer to recognize the necessity of both patterns, using an explanation that referred to both
kinds of user. He advised “experienced users prefer a smaller
number of operations so that they prefer switching based on
left/right flicking, but novices like easy-to-understand operations so they prefer the switching by menu selection.”
As seen above, the importance of Persona prioritization can
enable members to acquire an awareness of user requirements.
Especially, towards the middle or later stages of the project,
the developer becomes capable through experience of proposing ideas from the user’s viewpoint for resolving implementation issues, thereby accelerating the implementation of user
requirements.

3.3 Prioritization by Going Back to the Persona in Each Sprint Review
To clarify the requests from the field, we analyzed the issues
by focusing on the actual status of jobs, inventive attempts
made by field workers and issues arising from the interviews

Check item
classification
• Confirmation of
classification by job, user,
work environment, etc.

Check item
• Information to be
confirmed

(Example)
Differences between
inspections done by
1 person and those
done by 2 persons.

Priority
• High, Middle or
Low

Result
• Results of hearing

4. Conclusion
In the above, we introduced Agile Software Development
procedures in support of HCD with the aim of improving UX.
In the future, we undertake further research into techniques for
improving UX at the development stage, and also prepare the
foundations of innovative UX improvement projects by establishing an optimum strategy, development processes and techniques based on elementary research. We intend to undertake
these proposals so that all of our customers may enjoy rich,
useful and pleasing experiences when using the SI/software of
the NEC Group.

(Example)
Routine inspection is
done by 1 person and
periodic inspection done
by 2 persons.

Fig. 3 Example of a product backlog format user survey sheet.
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